F
or the past few years, the recorded music industry has blamed the "falloff " in CD sales on piracy, and they have lobbied heavily against technologies like file-sharing and CD writers. Now, I am against piracy and in favor of artists being paid for their work, but before we start adding special-purpose restrictive hardware to everyone's computer, let's recognize that this is an old story. Music sales have declined in the past, and the recording industry has repeatedly blamed new technologies. But the new technologies haven't gone away; the solution has always been some kind of economic bargain, and we should again expect an economic bargain to deal with the problems caused by online music distribution.
Recorded music sales: A brief history
Thomas Edison invented the phonograph in 1877, using wax cylinders as the storage medium. Emil Berliner invented the disk in 1888, and the two formats fought it out for approximately 20 years until disks won out in the market. For the next 50 years, most music sales were of phonograph records (although there were still some player-piano rolls at the beginning). The history is not one of steady gains for music sales, but rather of ups and downs. New recording formats (tapes, CDs, and such) often produce gains, but when alternative forms of home entertainment are introduced declines in recorded-music sales often follow. Table 1 shows nearly 100 years' worth of US sales of recorded music, copied from back issues of the Statistical Abstract of the United States. The two columns reflect different information sources: before 1978, the numbers came from manufacturers' surveys, and after, they came from Recording Industry Association of America reports. For the years in which both numbers were reported, the RIAA numbers were much higher. Because there was no explanation at the changeover, I can only assume this reflects the difference between wholesale cost and retail price-although it seems rather high for that.
The charts in Figures 1 and 2 are my attempt to reduce the numbers in Table 1 to a more easily understood form. In both cases, I multiplied all pre-1978 numbers by 4 to reflect the change in measurement source. In Figure 1 , I divided the numbers by the US population and adjusted those results by the consumer price index calculator at http://data.bls.gov/cgi -bin/cpicalc.pl. In Figure 2 , I simply divided the numbers by the US gross domestic product for each year.
As the charts show, music sales boomed during the early 20th century, but dropped sharply after 1921. At the time, the music industry attributed this decline to the rise of radio stations, which were threatened with prosecution in 1923. The music industry's complaint alleged that "the owners of receiving sets wish to listen, but they are not willing to pay for the service given." J.C. Rosenthal, representing composers and publishers, and speaking to the Second National Radio Conference, added to that threat by requesting that the federal government not license radio stations that failed to paid royalties (New York Times, 22 March 1923) . He went on to complain that radio sets were placed on top of phonographs, which were no longer opened.
Eventually, radio stations and the music industry agreed on a royaltypayment scheme for broadcast music. Music sales recovered somewhat in the late 1920s, but dropped again significantly in the 1930s. An obvious reason for this was the Great Depression's onset, but the music industry blamed the decline on the invention of "talking pictures."
Record sales boomed during World War II, but declined again in the late 1940s and early 1950s-this time in conjunction with the rise of television. Sales then grew somewhat steadily from the late 1950s through the 1970s-during which time the recording industry introduced stereo records and various cassette-tape formats-until they "The era of mechanization is indicted as 'the murderer of music' in a pamphlet issued yesterday by the 
Concerts versus recordings
In its list of the 50 richest rock musicians of 2002, Rolling Stone documented the fact that even very successful musicians often get almost no money from CD royalties. Bruce Springsteen, for example, took in Many popular musicians fight with their recording companies over money and contracts (see almost any tabloid for details). This is also nothing new. In 1907, Victor Herbert, one of the founders of the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP), wrote the New York Times and accused the phonograph companies of having "driven from the field all competitors by oppressive litigations based on alleged infringements of patents. By secret agreements they have managed to keep the entire market to themselves and thus been enabled to maintain prices and mulct the public." (If you don't know who Victor Herbert was, go to your local music store and buy a copy of Naughty Marietta or Babes in Toyland.)
More recently, singer and songwriter Janis Ian wrote an excellent essay on the economics of the music industry (see www.janisian.com for the text). She clearly describes the tensions between the companies and the musicians, and explains why many musicians are happy to anticipate that new technologies might bypass recording companies.
T
here is nothing new under the sun. Recorded music has jostled for a century with other uses of spare time and other entertainment devices. Sales have gone up and down with the economy, individual musicians' popularity, and consumer choice. In one metric, the record business has never surpassed its performance in 1921. Despite the sinking total CD sales, the total amount of money spent on prerecorded 4.75 inch plastic disks is still increasing today, because DVDs are selling like hotcakes.
The recording industry has always attacked new technologies, whether radio, sound movies, MP3s, or whatever. Downloading songs from the Internet might be part of the mix of issues today, along with DVDs and the like, but remember that the early attacks on radio gave way to a world in which the recording companies paid radio stations to play their records (the "payola" scandals of some decades ago). Historically, the new technologies haven't gone away; the answer has always come through some kind of financial settlement. In the current situation, we would all be better off with a simple process for paying for recorded music online, rather than a lot of lawsuits and legislative efforts to turn back the technology.
Fortunately, in recent weeks and months we've seen some encouraging uses of marketing instead of lawsuits to sort out the problems. According to the company's press release, Apple's iTunes service (www.apple.com/itunes/) seems to be doing well, with ten million songs sold by 
